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concepts & summaries
session 1: building blocks

session 2: it’s complicated

session 3: but not impossible

session 4: some logistics

bias-free understanding of people 
recognize a concept
introducing summaries

write a clear, concise summary
concepts get repeated

clarify the summary
recasting & traps to avoid
tangled concepts & implied concepts

merging, splitting, pruning
team work
lightning-quick and from-memory
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housekeeping
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Slack channels in the indiyoung workspace:

# 1-listen-deeply
# 2-summarize-concepts
# 3-cultivate-patterns
# 4-thinking-styles
# 5-mmd-oppmap-usage
# 6-frame-your-study

# chat-and-intros
# indi-announcements
# language-culture-differences
# ongoing-projects
# persuade-your-stakeholders
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poll, intros
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prerequisites for Concepts & Summaries:

• understanding of listening deeply
• understanding of listening sessions for data collection
• watch one of Indi’s latest recorded Talks
• listen to one of the latest Other Recordings

recommended reading for Concepts & Summaries:
• chapter 5 in Practical Empathy

Wed classes will be recorded:
• Indi asks your permission at start of each class
• if you would rather not, please attend the Fri/Sat class

before this course
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daylight savings shifts differently

different dates for different countries

for example
• 21-Oct London 6:30pm = San Francisco 10:30am
• 28-Oct London 5:30pm = San Francisco 10:30am
• 04-Nov London 6:30pm = San Francisco 10:30am

before each class
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each week you can choose either class meeting: 
Group A (Wed) or Group B (Fri/Sat)

according to your own shifting schedule

just please let my assistant Nathan know (in Slack)

before each class
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you’ll see a new slide deck each week on the 
indiyoung.com platform under My Courses/…

usually 12 hours before the Wed class meeting

before each class
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emergency plan:

if Indi’s power/internet goes out before/during class 
… check Slack under the course channel for a message

the message will either be from Nathan or Indi, and 
will establish a revised time that we can finish the 
class

if your power/internet goes out during class, you can 
watch the recording of that week’s class (you will still 
qualify for certification if you do the homework)

before/during class
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I will stop at certain points to ask for questions

during each class
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the follow-along recording is hosted on the 
indiyoung.com platform under My Courses/…

• I upload it to the platform a few hours after the Wed 
class meeting, after the video finishes processing

• there is no recording of the Fri/Sat (Group B) class

• these recordings will remain on your My Courses/… 
page for:

• Live: 3 months from course start date
• Follow-along: 6 weeks from course start date

after each class
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after each class

13

Group A homework due (for review) Sunday pm

Group B homework due (for review) Thursday noon

or earlier (yes!)

if you don’t finish the homework by the next class, 
Indi will not review it

(too difficult to review homework retroactively)
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building blocks
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unconsciously biased understanding of people
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Cartoon: Brad Colbow

Whew! The hard part is over. Now 
that we finished the interviews, let’s 

synthesize our insights.
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After completing the final interview 
in a study, most teams feel a sense 
of triumph ... and exhaustion. 

The first hard part is over.

Now it's time for the second hard 
part: qualitative data analysis.

Wait, I thought we 
did that during the 

interview itself?!
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three ways to allow bias, miss 
patterns, and ignore externalities 
in qualitative data analysis:

1. insights that stood out
2. lens of the solution
3. coding the transcript
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three ways to allow bias, miss 
patterns, and ignore externalities 
in qualitative data analysis:

1. insights that stood out
2. lens of the solution
3. coding the transcript
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We have to work within our 
development cycle. We’re 

running quick, lean & mean.

Give me the key pain 
points. I need some quick 

insights. Some trends.

Cartoon: Brad Colbow
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Quote: Synthesis: How to make sense of your design research, Marion Bayle, https://uxdesign.cc/synthesis-how-to-make-sense-of-your-design-research-d67ad79b684b
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many teams share out anecdotes … 
… things that resonate
… things they heard frequently

when creating this list, it takes a well-trained 
mind not to fall prey to cognitive bias
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your brain picks out patterns in data

assuming what you see is true
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CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNGSource: Buster Benson, https://medium.com/better-humans/cognitive-bias-cheat-sheet-55a472476b18

apparently he 
has changed 
it to three 
categories 
since 2016

… and he’s 
made an app, 
Pocket Biases, 
that helps you 
recognize 
your biases in 
the moment
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many teams share out anecdotes … 
… things that resonate
… things they heard frequently

when creating this list, it takes a well-trained 
mind not to fall prey to cognitive bias

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

nouns
it’s also because of
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the “things” on the minds of the team … tend 
to be the “things” the org is focused on

usually described with nouns and adjectives
… from the org’s perspective
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nouns
it’s also because of
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three ways to allow bias, miss 
patterns, and ignore externalities 
in qualitative data analysis:

1. insights that stood out
2. lens of the solution
3. coding the transcript
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for anyone coming at the purpose-driven 
space from a career of focusing on users, 
ideas, and solutions, it’s tough to think 
about a person’s world without the lens 
of the products
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person   purpose

problem space

solution space

there is an org behind most of the solutions, which compete with your org

29

your org’s aperture
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“If you are a qualitative researcher, 
you should double down on the 
strengths the constructivist
approach provides.”

“Our stakeholders are unfamiliar 
with the constructivist perspective 
and ask only for scale and 
causation.”
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quantitative

qualitative

subjective = perceived
(NPS, satisfaction survey)

quantity, amount, scale empirical = verifiably observed
(cart abandonment, GPS trace)

subjective = perceived
(stories, anecdotes)

pattern consistency, 
participant focus, 
inner thinking

empirical = verifiably observed
(patterns of thinking in context)

actual definitions

Definitions thanks to many in the research field, including Sam Ladner, Mixed Methods CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG
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yearly 
growth

cyclic 
renewal

listening deeply

thinking styles 
+ mental model
(aka “opportunity map”)

business wants to be risk-free, so 
they reach out to “science” to feel 
more certain

… but they think only quant data is 
empirical 

to be risk-free, business must 
deeply explore the people they 
hope to support, once a year or two
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in the tech world
experimentation is their research

Photo: https://www.future-ethics.com/gallery

“An institutional review board (IRB) 
would rebuff academic research this 
sloppy … Users are given no right to 
withdraw from studies. Children are 
routinely included in experimental 
populations. Informed consent is 
brushed aside, supposedly replaced 
by an excusatory sentence in the 
terms of service...”
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unintended consequences – outcomes you overlooked 
or decided not to foresee … affecting “familiar” people

externalities – an effect that happens to someone 
outside the system … happening to people we ignored
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nonetheless, stakeholders want outcomes/insights 
they can feed directly back into the idea/solution cycle

so you analyze transcripts into lists of:
• attributes
• behaviors
• motivations
• frustrations
• beliefs
• goals
• needs 

feels like the best way of 
framing these is to use aspects 
of the existing solution
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three ways to allow bias, miss 
patterns, and ignore externalities 
in qualitative data analysis:

1. insights that stood out
2. lens of the solution
3. coding the transcript
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source: google search “example of coded transcript” 
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two types of coding:

pre-defined set of codes: 
• top-down, only uses pre-defined codes
• usually too high-level to be helpful
• biased to existing framework and knowledge
• noun-forward
• jumps to outcomes/insights

concept-generated set of codes:
• can be more specific, depending on analyst
• analysts bend codes toward uniformity
• noun-forward
• jumps to outcomes/insights; high level
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CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNGSource: NN/g Nielsen Norman Group blog post “Thematic Analysis” https://www.nngroup.com/articles/thematic-analysis 39



(mostly) bias-free understanding of people

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG 40



concepts & summaries

identify and untangle the concepts a person mentions, 
then re-state (summarize) each concept in a clear way

• it is a form of coding
• truly hear the person’s perspective
• keep a neutral mindset & avoid cognitive bias

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG 41
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in this course, what we will learn is how to comb all 
the concepts out of a transcript, then summarize 
each concept

• we carefully pick which concepts to summarize: 
inner-thinking, reaction, or guiding principle 

• concepts are the person’s inner landscape, not 
outcomes nor insights (avoid bias)

• the summary is verb-forward & spoken like the 
participant
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why comb all the concepts out of a transcript?

so that we can separate the steps of analysis:

1. separate the list of concepts from the rest of the 
transcript

2. understand someone deeply
3. find patterns across different people’s lists of 

concepts
4. find insights in the patterns (with much less bias)
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why summarize each concept?

1. so you don’t have to go back to the transcript

2. so the concept is easy to understand; you don’t 
have to re-untangle it or re-collect it

3. so the concept is easier to compare for patterns 
across other people’s concepts

4. so you easily understand the concept later (this 
data is often very long-lived; you will be re-
encountering the concepts for years)
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why use concepts instead of outcomes/insights?

• to have knowledge that lasts decades, which we add to 
once a year or two; it is long-lived

• this knowledge is a diagram to keep other short-term 
knowledge, which gets updated as solutions change

• keeping knowledge allows intentional product strategy

• we can use the patterns and insights to improve our
ideas & solutions 

• in support of the patterns that represent deep 
understanding of the people
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before after

- has done extensive research on wikis and 
reddit

- uses a special bag to wash his wife's satin bra

- washes his adult blankey in a special bag

- abandoned buying clothes that would fit if he 
lost weight after wasting $5,000 in his 20's

- feels proud of accomplishing the laundry - a 
small amount of effort for such a satisfactory 
results

- Research how to best wash my wife’s special 
satin bras by reading for tips on wikis, reddit

- Decide to buy a special washing bag sized 
just for a bra, because it will help clean better

- Decide to wash my favorite blanket that might 
fall apart in a special bag

- Realize that buying clothes smaller than I am 
now does not work as a motivation for me to 
lose weight after spending $5000 and not 
changing

- Feel satisfied by accomplishing the laundry 
because only a little effort results in perfectly 
clean clothes
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before after

- loves doing laundry
- enjoys the feeling of productivity he gets from 

doing laundry
- likes the process of doing laundry more than he 

cares about the clothes... the clean clothes are 
secondary

- enthusiastic about laundry... didn't talk this way 
about anything else really... it's HIS thing

- the care that he takes with laundry has nothing 
to do with the value of the clothing

- likes the standardization of clothing: same 
socks, undies, things matching

- thinks the colors and sensors on his new 
machine are so cool

- Enjoy the feeling of productivity I get from 
doing laundry because I can see the empty 
laundry bins and all these nicely folded 
clothes

- Feel pleased to see things that are matching: 
same socks, undies, etc.

- Feel thrilled with the sensors, colored lights, 
and song that my new washing machine 
makes

47
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“combing a transcript”

going through a transcript looking for concepts, 
and pulling those concepts to summarize in a 
separate list

this is bottom-up analysis
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when you come at data from a top-down approach, 
the concepts that you've already become interested in 
get emphasized (true of much coding)

bottom-up analysis is the way to avoid cognitive bias 
and let the data tell you what it really means (true of 
combing for concepts)
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~

a transcript is like an apartment 
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~

a transcript is like an apartment 

we can all recognize/agree on what’s inside it
51
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Photo: Zoriah Miller for Dollar Street; gapminder.org 
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identifying concepts & writing summaries, 
working from the bottom-up, allows you to

• keep a neutral mindset & avoid cognitive bias
• provide solid, lasting knowledge about people
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unintended consequences – outcomes you overlooked 
or decided not to foresee … affecting “familiar” people

increase depth of understanding - go deeper into 
people’s reasoning to strengthen and possibly 
differentiate the ways you support them

externalities – an effect that happens to someone 
outside the system … happening to people you ignored

reach more breadth of awareness - go beyond current 
conventions of your discipline to support additional 
thinking-style segments and their purposes
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what is the problem space? what is a purpose?
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KNOWLEDGE CREATION
source: Indi Young

MARKET RESEARCH GENERATIVE EVALUATIVE
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KNOWLEDGE CREATION
source: Indi Young

MARKET RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY GENERATIVE EVALUATIVE
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KNOWLEDGE CREATION
source: Indi Young

MARKET RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY GENERATIVE EVALUATIVE

PEOPLES PURPOSE
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KNOWLEDGE CREATION
source: Indi Young

MARKET RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY GENERATIVE EVALUATIVE

PEOPLES PURPOSE

targeting
lessen frustration; lessen harm to people
reduce team’s bias; give broader perspective
create differing support for differing thinking styles
increase your market without being disruptiveCC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG 60
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OPPORTUNITY
HOLISTICALLY UNDERSTAND PEOPLES APPROACHES 

ACROSS A  VARIETY OF <SOCIAL, MENTAL, MANUAL, 
MECHANICAL, DIGITAL TOOLS> … IN ORDER TO 
SUPPORT A BROADER SET OF THINKING STYLES

(AKA: FUTURES CONE, FOUNDATION, EXPLORATORY)

KNOWLEDGE CREATION (data collection techniques)
source: Indi Young

GENERATIVE
CREATE NEW IDEAS FOR A <SYSTEM, SOLUTION, 

PROCESS, TOOL> … IN ORDER TO 
SUPPORT PEOPLE WHO <DO, USE> IT 

EVALUATIVE
UNDERSTAND AN EXISTING <SYSTEM, SOLUTION, 

PROCESS, TOOL> … IN ORDER TO 
<MAP, JUDGE, IMRPOVE, ADJUST> IT

PEOPLES PURPOSE
UNDERSTAND PEOPLES INNER THINKING, EMOTIONAL REACTIONS & GUIDING PRINCIPLES AS THEY PURSUE A PURPOSE

listening session, empathy interview, non-directed interview

user interview

customer feedback

card sort

diary/camera study

participatory design

biological assessment

qualitative survey

cultural probe

contextual inquiry

eye tracking

intercept survey

clickstream analytics

search analytics

text mining

predictive analytics

A/B test

unmoderated assessment

online assessment

triangulation

lab usabilityintercept usability
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OPPORTUNITY
HOLISTICALLY UNDERSTAND PEOPLES APPROACHES 

ACROSS A  VARIETY OF <SOCIAL, MENTAL, MANUAL, 
MECHANICAL, DIGITAL TOOLS> … IN ORDER TO 
SUPPORT A BROADER SET OF THINKING STYLES

(AKA: FUTURES CONE, FOUNDATION, EXPLORATORY)

KNOWLEDGE CREATION (data collection techniques)
source: Indi Young

GENERATIVE
CREATE NEW IDEAS FOR A <SYSTEM, SOLUTION, 

PROCESS, TOOL> … IN ORDER TO 
SUPPORT PEOPLE WHO <DO, USE> IT 

EVALUATIVE
UNDERSTAND AN EXISTING <SYSTEM, SOLUTION, 

PROCESS, TOOL> … IN ORDER TO 
<MAP, JUDGE, IMRPOVE, ADJUST> IT

listening session, empathy interview, non-directed interview

user interview

customer feedback

card sort

diary/camera study

participatory design

biological assessment

qualitative survey

cultural probe

contextual inquiry

eye tracking

intercept survey

clickstream analytics

search analytics

text mining

predictive analytics

A/B test

unmoderated assessment

online assessment

triangulation

lab usabilityintercept usability

user/ux
research

big data analytics

PEOPLES PURPOSE
UNDERSTAND PEOPLES INNER THINKING, EMOTIONAL REACTIONS & GUIDING PRINCIPLES AS THEY PURSUE A PURPOSE
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the problem space is not about 
generating ideas to solve the problem

it’s not about your solutions

it’s about understanding how different 
people approach a purpose
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Image: Dan Olsen, The Lean Product Playbook
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Image: Design Thinking at Stanford d.School; notes Christina Wodtke, Medium, How I Learned to Love Design Thinking
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Image: Design Thinking at Stanford d.School; notes Christina Wodtke, Medium, How I Learned to Love Design Thinking
CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

generative evaluative

solution space
66



Image: Design Thinking at Stanford d.School; notes Christina Wodtke, Medium, How I Learned to Love Design Thinking
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generative evaluative

solution spaceproblem space
67



source: Indi Young

PEOPLE

problem space solution space
user = someone with a relationship/potential to your org

product backlog 
validated user story 

+ prototype

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT

opportunity backlog PRODUCT 
DISCOVERY

CO
NT

IN
UO

US
 D

UA
L 

TR
AC

K

AB
OU

T 
ON

CE
 A

 Y
EA

R
strategy

person = has their own way to achieve the 
purpose that you can support

Product strategy may 
have something to do 
with technology, but it 
has everything to do 
with people.

mental model diagram                      thinking styles
(aka “opportunity map”) +

Create a single source of 
knowledge (and potential 
futures) across units.

transition
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Ref: Mental Modelling: Qualitative Mapping Audience Behaviors, by V Malzer & S von Schrader, Cornell Employment & Disability, digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/edicollect/1354/

block towers windows
(summary of a person’s inner thinking, 

reactions or guiding principle)

capabilities of org 
to support different 

thinking styles

neighborhood
thinking styles

gaps
(by tower & thinking style)
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purpose: a person’s aim, intent, objective

what a person wants to accomplish or achieve 
or plan or make progress on 

what they are thinking about & planning for

 across problem space & solution space
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purposes in the
problem space

can be achieved using a 
variety of solutions, 
including your org’s:
• manual tools
• social tools
• mental tools
• mechanical tools
• digital tools, etc.

purposes in the
solution space

are achieved using your 
org’s solutions

“lens of the solution”

71



“big box” store
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• order online and pick up in 
store

• find who sells this thing I want 
(or a related thing)

• set up a subscription to this 
item at this store  

• it’s an emergency—something 
broke that I have to replace fast 
(refrigerator, phone …)

• get a “feel” for a thing in person 
before I maybe buy it online

• I am excited about the brand-
new release and want to go 
check it out in person

solution space purposes:problem space purposes:
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long-distance transit (airline, train)

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

• search for flights on these dates

• compare the options available 
for the dates

• set up my seating, meal, service 
preferences for this carrier 

• get to the gate/station on time

• remain productive (and available) 
on my day of travel

• get to [an event] in [far away 
location] and return in time to 
attend [another event]

• make my day of travel smooth 
and enjoyable (or luxurious)

• allocate my budget wisely

solution space purposes:problem space purposes:
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use a person’s purpose to frame any study

you will get richer data, at depth
patterns will arise across participants

(as long as you’ve recruited people who 
have done a lot of thinking toward this 
purpose)
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sometimes you have to switch your perspective 
to see from the lens of people’s purpose

from "performance review"  help my direct 
report (or my manager) improve

from “managing the ERP system”  keep my 
client’s warehouse orders flowing on time

75



two part analysis
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cultivate patterns

typical problem space study timeline
recruiting

frame 
study

layer 
MMD

thinking 
styles

participant sketches

transcripts

align 
capab.

gap 
analysis

priorities 
strategy

job 
stories

purpose 
metricsSource: Indi Young

this course

listening sessions
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works for any qualitative data depicting a person 
pursuing their purpose (if the transcript goes to depth: 
inner thinking, reactions, guiding principles)
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concepts & summaries cultivating patterns
• comb through the transcript
• select what to include 
• figure out what the person 

means to be conveying
• summarize

What do I skip?
What were they trying to tell me?
Is something implied?
How do I clarify it?

• how do concepts fit together 
across transcripts?

What goes with what?
Are the focuses the same?
Is the summary unclear?
Do I have to split the summary up?
Is it relevant to the scope?

part 1 part 2
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so you can develop stronger 
cognitive empathy with the 
person

so you won't have to re-
understand concepts later on

work bottom up so you can 
cultivate the patterns, rather 
than curate them (avoid 
unconscious bias, avoid lens-
of-the-solution categories)

concepts & summaries cultivating patterns

identify concepts find patterns
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combing for concepts & summaries 
is not analysis nor synthesis

combing & summaries is the period of time 
when you must forget your role 
as a researcher or an employee

it is simply figuring out and summarizing 
what was said … CliffsNotes for the transcript
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knowing the study scope (what purpose the 
person is trying to accomplish) is NOT 
necessary for combing & summaries

neutral mindset: you are not working for an org, but simply 
trying to understand what was said

some of the concepts may eventually form a pattern across 
participants that is unexpectedly in scope

knowing the purpose is imperative for the listening session

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG 82
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clean up the transcript (copy) to:
• correct words, catch typos
• get rid of um’s, you-know’s, etc., 
• fill in “inaudible” blanks
• add [tone of voice] notations where 

it is important to a concept 
[sarcasm] [laughs] [irritated]

before you start
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an AI transcript is only a first pass!

you can hire a human to do the fixes, but 
there will still be some things that only you 
can do

before you start
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Try to calm myself down from the anger by
concentrating on my freestyle stroke

101I tried to calm myself down by concentrating on 
my freestyle stroke.

Pull off the road to let myself shake because I 
know the fear and adrenaline will hit me after 
the fact

112Being scared comes after the fact … After the car 
stopped at the bottom of the hill, I moved off to 
the shoulder a little ways and sat there and 
shook. All the adrenaline came then. 

Calm myself down by breathing deeply for a 
while in the parking lot

119parked in the lot, and breathed deeply for a long 
while 

Stay where I am safe for the rest of the trip, in 
right hand lane behind semi, because I just 
used my one free shot to avoid an accident

123after I got over, I stayed in the right hand lane 
instead of the left. I was gripping the steering 
wheel, driving behind one of the semi-trucks. I 
was thinking, “You only get one free shot.”

concepts (quotes from the transcript)summaries
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these are grouped 
patterns of summaries, 
which is Part 2

as you add more voices 
(about this purpose), the 
patterns stabilize
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recognize a concept
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emic perspective – follow what the participant 
brings up as important (not on your own goals)
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follow wherever they go, even if it doesn’t 
seem associated to the topic you asked about

… because that is associated for them
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typical conversation 
surface
explanation
opinion 
preference 
statement of fact
scene setting
generalization
conjecture

giving direction
warning
advising
persuading
moralizing
judging
agreeing
shaming
analyzing
probing
reassuring
distracting

banter to ease tension
make them understand me
make them feel better
impress them
make them laugh, jokes

social goals responding intentions
connect with the other person
fix it for the other person
disagree/debate 
plan an exit strategy 
space out
question, probe

listening deeplydepth
inner thinking
emotional reactions
guiding principles

to understand someonecognitive 
empathy

cannot develop cognitive empathy up here
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inner thinking - active thought process at a 
time and place, whys & wherefores, decision-
making, indecision

emotional reaction – emotion, feeling, that 
causes an action or decision or thought process

guiding principle – rule or foundational 
instruction for making decisions/acting
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inner voice

hope
comparing

workaround

trade-off

reasoning

logic reaction

emotion

figuring

intuition

pondering

wondering

thinking
worry
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deliberation

cogitation

reflection

considerationreview

rumination 93
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purpose: decide whether to attend 
a performance
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inner thinking

“I justify spending $30 for a not-cheap movie night 
because our financial advisor reassured us we are 
doing alright and we can afford to spend extra 
money.”
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emotional reaction

“I feel irritated that here, predictably, is the car 
chase scene in this Marvel Comic movie, because 
they all follow the same format ending with 
superheroes duking it out.”
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guiding principle

“I value doing outdoor activities when it is summer 
and the sun is out because, unless it is a special 
performance, I will opt to spend time outside.”
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let’s try it! – surface or depth?
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“I actually took Delta from Toronto back to 
Saint Louis, and it wasn't quite as pleasant 
as American Airlines.  I just had a very 
annoying lady.  … She just, for some 
reason, she just felt the need to keep on 
telling me about her personal business.”
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“I wasn't raised to be disrespectful to my 
elders, so I let her talk but I kind of like 
… I wouldn't say nothing so she would 
get the hint that I'm not interested.”
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“The waiting to board the plane, besides me 
getting lost twice, was very simple.  After I 
actually got there, I sat down for a while 
because I was early … even though I managed 
to get lost twice.  But the waiting to board, 
once I got to the right gate, she told me I was 
15 minutes early.”
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“I sat down for like 10 or 15 minutes to 
gather myself, because I was running 
around the airport.  So, I got my 
thoughts together and calmed down a 
little bit, and that was just, that was fine.”
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“On the way back – we were there for a week –
on the way back, we got hit big.  We got hit 
with a bad snowstorm, like the night before. 
… they kind of know what to do with the 
snow, and so – but they weren’t letting you 
through the pass unless you had a four-wheel 
drive, and it was kind of creeping along, 
creeping along.”
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“I got to the airport two and a half hours 
before hand because of the international 
booking. You know how you have to, 
basically, for the international … because 
there was luggage.”
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look for surface vs. depth, not concept meaning

don’t derive insights as you listen

forging meaning as you scan will bias you and 
introduce assumptions
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more definitions of depth
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specific to one event or time

guiding principle ongoing & (mostly) constant

inner thinking
emotional reaction
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what about an opinion??

108

specific to one event or time

guiding principle ongoing & (mostly) constant

inner thinking
emotional reaction



a guiding principle is not an opinion

an opinion is a judgement/appraisal of something
… or a belief or guess about something
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a guiding principle is not a preference

a preference is wanting or liking one thing more
than another, comparatively
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a guiding principle is not a generalization

a generalization is applying specific inner thinking
or reaction to every instance of a context
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a guiding principle is a foundational instruction
for making decisions

is a description of how I make 
decisions/act/react in this kind 
of case
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a guiding principle is not the same as a value 
(though it might have a value way down at its root)

example values from a list of 100: 

belonging
comfort
fitness
God’s will
humor
imagination
industry

Values: Personal Values Card Sort by William Miller, J. C’de Baca, D. B. Matthews, & P. Wilbourne, Dept. of Psychology at University of New Mexico, 2011

moderation
non-conformity
openness
patriotism
popularity
power
rationality

responsibility 
safety
self-control 
spirituality
tolerance
wealth 
world peace
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(or it could have superstition at its root, etc.)
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surface vs depth is the important part

which type of surface or depth is less important

if it’s depth, and you label it as inner thinking 
but it’s really a guiding principle, it doesn’t 
matter … the concept will get put into a pattern 
with similar concepts no matter what its type
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example
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purpose: what went through your 
mind during a near-miss accident?
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.
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Listener: Now I have goose bumps. I mean, that was close! 

Speaker: Yeah. I did hesitate just a second, wondering what kind of a guy was I going to run into. 
You never know. There are people dying from altercations on the sidewalk. Someone 
hits their head on the concrete, and they’re done for. It doesn’t take much.

Listener: Totally! It’s scary how some people react.

Speaker: He came that close! He should know what kind of horrible thing could have happened. 
We’re teaching my daughter to drive now, and it’s so important to pay attention, not 
get distracted, when you’re driving. They’re doing a good job with the PSA’s –the Public 
Service Announcements—about not texting or reading texts when you’re driving. 
They’re showing clips of the family of the victim. It’s called “It Can Wait.” I saw these 
clips on the website for a phone app, but also on AT&T and other websites. They’re 
shot like PSA’s, little 30 second clips. You hear their stories and you’re pretty much in 
tears by the end of the first one. They have managed to get some drivers who have 
killed someone on camera. They say, “The guilt lasts forever.”

Listener: Seriously. I’ll have to check out those clips, although it will be hard to watch them. 
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a comic to help you visualize the difference 
between concepts and the surface-level elements:

• concepts = thought-bubbles
• surface-level = background drawings (context)
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I was walking the dog in my neighborhood, where there is a construction site.



let’s start finding concepts

(here each concept is a different color, 
but I don’t do colors in real work 
because you run out of colors quickly)
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

the first four sentences are scene-setting … 
then there’s a reaction where the concept is 
feeling the adrenaline or alarm
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.
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next you see a statement of fact setting the 
context, then inner thinking … these are 
thoughts racing through this person’s mind 
immediately after the feeling of alarm
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

a different concept appears next: inner thinking
where the concept is wondering whether or not 
to go talk to the guy about the near-miss
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.
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another concept appears: inner thinking about 
deciding to go ahead and confront the guy (this 
concept is implied; more about this in class #3)
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.
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and now the speaker returns to the concept of 
wondering whether or not to go talk to the guy 
about the near-miss; this goes together with 
the earlier sentences (this is a tangled concept; 
more on that in class #3)
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.
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here’s inner thinking about how to make the 
driver realize what could have happened … 
(possibly the concept is about making the driver 
realize how much he has scared this speaker)
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.
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and here is even more inner thinking about 
whether or not to go talk to the guy, even 
though it’s couched as explanation (this is a 
repeated concept which goes together with the 
two earlier mentions in the gold color; more on 
this in our class #2)
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.
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next the speaker refers back to their earlier 
thinking about what a close call it was (this is a 
repeated concept; more on this in class #2)
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Speaker: So near our house, the main street takes a left turn, but there’s a little street that 
continues straight, which goes up this hill where there are more houses. There’s 
crosswalk there. I was walking the dog. I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this 
pickup whizzed by and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly 
there was a lot of adrenaline in my system. It’s a guy working on a house up there. 
What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my dog! Should I 
run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I just keep walking and try to 
ignore it? I walked two or three more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what 
he did. And this is so not like my normal, non-confrontational self. “Is this your truck?” I 
asked. “Yeah,” he said. “You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” He 
did say he was sorry. My mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How 
would you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” You 
think of all sorts of things you could say, because of the adrenaline. He just wasn’t 
paying attention. I remember this one quite clearly because there was real internal 
tension deciding whether I should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and 
ignore it. If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going to the actual 
corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have hit me! He’s going to be 
working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and say something. He’s a 
young guy, 25. They don’t know better. He was probably listening to music or 
something. It was my public service.
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additionally, there are two more mentions of the 
inner thinking about making the decision to go 
confront the truck driver (this is a repeated & 
implied concept; more on this classes #2 & #3)
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Quote Type
I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this pickup whizzed by and 
blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. Suddenly there 
was a lot of adrenaline in my system.

emotional 
reaction

What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over my 
dog! … If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead of going 
to the actual corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he would have 
hit me!

inner thinking

Should I run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I 
just keep walking and try to ignore it? … And this is so not like my 
normal, non-confrontational self. … I remember this one quite clearly 
because there was real internal tension deciding whether I should go 
up there and tell him, or just keep going and ignore it.

inner thinking

It’s a guy working on a house up there … I walked two or three more 
steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what he did. … He’s going 
to be working up there another 5 months. I should go up there and 
say something. … It was my public service. 

inner thinking

“You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” … My 
mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How would you 
like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what happened?” 
You think of all sorts of things you could say

inner thinking
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marking up transcripts
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any way you want to, digitally or 
physically, or not at all
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“I mark up the document 
with some initial 
reactions. For example, 
when I read something 
I'm unsure of, I mark it 
with a ‘?’ so that I can 
return to it.”

Photo & notes: Kunyi Mangalam
CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

“I print the transcript with 
wide margins to make it 
easier to mark up. I also 
find it easier to read with 
fewer words per line.”
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“I try to underline some 
specific phrases within the 
quote to prompt what might 
be the main focus of the 
summary.”

Photo & notes: Kunyi Mangalam
CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

“Another example of 
marking up the 
transcript. Notice I'm not 
entering the quotations 
into a list at this point.”
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“When I'm ready to move 
to the excel sheet, I have 
the transcript on one 
screen and the list on the 
other.”

Photo & notes: Kunyi Mangalam
CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG 136
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introducing summaries
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the summary is the atomic element 
(the carefully crafted puzzle piece)
that you will work with for patterns
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1. start with the verb
2. <later>
3. <later>
4. <later>
5. <later>
6. <later>
7. <later>

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

how to write a summary
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1. start with the verb

verb in first person, present tense

to easily put yourself in their shoes

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

how to write a summary
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represent the voice of the speaker in the 
summary

begin with a verb as if the speaker has said it

“I feel impressed that the public service announcement sends such a 
powerful message to not text while driving.”

“I teach my kids not to text while driving.”

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

think of myself as that person

speak as if I am that person

also do this when applying the data
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the verb represents the insights 
you’re after in the problem space

it needs to evoke a strong,
clear-cut sense of what is going 
through the speaker’s mind
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Vague Verbs Passive 
Verbs

Strong, Clear Active Verbs

Communicate Be Accept Decide Instill Remind
Consider Discover Adopt Distrust Isolate Reprimand
Deal with Find Anticipate Draw Keep Respond
Do Get Avoid Emphasize Make sure Search
Expect Have Believe Encourage Mix Suspect
Manage Hear Celebrate Endure Prepare Teach
Plan on Know Change Enjoy Put off Try
Use Let Choose Feel Realize Tell

Read Convince Fit in Recognize Welcome 
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Vague Verbs Passive 
Verbs

Strong, Clear Active Verbs

Communicate Be Accept Decide Instill Remind
Consider Discover Adopt Distrust Isolate Reprimand
Deal with Find Anticipate Draw Keep Respond
Do Get Avoid Emphasize Make sure Search
Expect Have Believe Encourage Mix Suspect
Manage Hear Celebrate Endure Prepare Teach
Plan on Know Change Enjoy Put off Try
Use Let Choose Feel Realize Tell

Read Convince Fit in Recognize Welcome 
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when you’re summarizing an emotional 
reaction, the verb is almost always “feel” 

the emotion goes directly after the verb

“I feel alarmed how close I came to getting hit by the truck.”

“I feel proud my daughter tells her friends not to text while 
driving.”
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there are a couple of emotional 
reaction verbs where you don’t need 
“feel” in front

“Worry the guy will react violently if I tell him he drives 
dangerously.”

“Distrust the guy’s ability to change his driving habits.”
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This emotions wheel is based on Plutchik’s work and was created by Someone Mysterious. It shows the adjective form of several emotions.
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http://www.cnvc.org/Training/feelings-inventory
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http://www.cnvc.org/Training/feelings-inventory
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more on this next week
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1. start with the verb

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

how to write a summary

brainstorm: 2-5 words

verbs – if the concept is inner-thinking 
or guiding principle
emotions – if the concept is emotional 
reaction and the verb is “feel”
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Quote Type Verbs Brainstorming
I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this pickup whizzed by 
and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. 
Suddenly there was a lot of adrenaline in my system.

emotion
al 
reaction

feel alarmed, scared,
surprised, taken aback

What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over 
my dog! … If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead 
of going to the actual corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he 
would have hit me!

inner 
thinking

realize, reel, exclaim,
panic, feel upset

Should I run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I 
just keep walking and try to ignore it? … And this is so not like my 
normal, non-confrontational self. … I remember this one quite 
clearly because there was real internal tension deciding whether I 
should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and ignore it.

inner 
thinking

wonder, contemplate, 
consider, deliberate, try, 
struggle

It’s a guy working on a house up there … I walked two or three 
more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what he did. … 
He’s going to be working up there another 5 months. I should go 
up there and say something. … It was my public service. 

inner 
thinking

decide, figure, choose, 
spread

“You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” … My 
mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How would 
you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what 
happened?” You think of all sorts of things you could say

inner 
thinking

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

… your turn
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Quote Type Verbs Brainstorming
I was just about to use the crosswalk, and this pickup whizzed by 
and blasted up the hill, going about 30-35 miles per hour. 
Suddenly there was a lot of adrenaline in my system.

emotion
al 
reaction

feel alarmed, scared,
surprised, taken aback

What if he didn’t see me?! He could have run over me, or run over 
my dog! … If I had turned into the crosswalk immediately instead 
of going to the actual corner, or been 5 steps ahead of myself, he 
would have hit me!

inner 
thinking

realize, reel, exclaim,
panic, feel upset

Should I run up there and tell him what just happened? Or should I 
just keep walking and try to ignore it? … And this is so not like my 
normal, non-confrontational self. … I remember this one quite 
clearly because there was real internal tension deciding whether I 
should go up there and tell him, or just keep going and ignore it.

inner 
thinking

wonder, contemplate, 
consider, deliberate, try, 
struggle

It’s a guy working on a house up there … I walked two or three 
more steps, turned, and went up there to tell him what he did. … 
He’s going to be working up there another 5 months. I should go 
up there and say something. … It was my public service. 

inner 
thinking

decide, figure, choose, 
spread

“You should be more careful. You almost just ran me over!” … My 
mind kept thinking of things I should tell him. Like, “How would 
you like to take a dead dog to your kids and tell them what 
happened?” You think of all sorts of things you could say

inner 
thinking

prepare, make, rehearse, 
inform, clarify, draw, 
emphasize, figure out, de-
liberate, teach, list, scold, 
explain, inform, imagine, 
agonize, reprimand
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homework
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homework logistics – Live class participants
Live: We will share a Google combing sheet with you, either Group A

or Group B. 

• Duplicate the Source data to a new tab in that sheet.
• Put your name on the tab plus one of the following indicators:
• “wip Pat” if you are not finished yet (Work in Progress)
• “r Pat” if you are ready for review
• “* Pat” appears when the reviewer has commented on it
• “? Pat” if you have questions about the reviewer comments

On the platform: Please either download the transcript or recording. 
There are also lots of other nifty materials up there, plus an 
exercise to test your surface-versus-depth skills.
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homework logistics – Follow-along participants
Follow-along: You will do your homework using an Excel spreadsheet 

(assuming you can open it). There will be no homework review by 
Indi, but there is a cheat sheet you can use to check your work.

On the platform: Please download the transcript or recording, the 
spreadsheet, and the cheat sheet. There are also lots of other 
nifty materials up there, plus an exercise to test your surface-
versus-depth skills.
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Group A homework due (for review) 14-Feb pm

Group B homework due (for review) 18-Feb noon

or earlier (yes!)

if you don’t finish the homework by the next class, 
Indi will not review it

(too difficult to review homework retroactively)
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homework
Purpose: 

What went through your mind when you were deciding 
whether to go to a restaurant during this pandemic?

Study: Andrew Herndon (participant in these courses)

Listener: Indi Young (who had a hard time getting this 
participant to get comfortable with the format, so this is a 
great demo of that struggle)
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homework for each quote: decide type & list some verbs (1 hour)

1. Optional: Read the first 1-7 pages of the DDS06 transcript or 
listen to around 15-20 minutes of the recording. 

2. On the first 7 pages of the transcript, highlight or underline 
the inner thinking, emotional reactions & guiding principles. 

3. Decide the type of the quotes & brainstorm verbs. On the 
sheet (Excel or Google) there are already 15 quotes.
a) Write in “Type” column what the quote represents: inner 

thinking, reaction, or guiding principle.
b) Brainstorm 2-5 verbs representing the concept.  (If it is 

an emotional reaction, the verb is usually “feel,” so 
brainstorm some emotions.)

c) NOTE: You are not yet writing summaries.

Optional: There is an exercise on the platform plus other extra 
material, including a sneak-peek of Indi combing and 
summarizing one of the transcripts in this study.

Photo: Byronv2 Flickr woolamaloo_gazette/50164280677 160
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